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STABILITY OF MARKOVIAN PROCESSES I:
CRITERIA FOR DISCRETE-TIME CHAINS
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Abstract
In this paper we connect various topological and probabilistic forms of stability for
discrete-time Markov chains. These include tightness on the one hand and Harris
recurrence and ergodicity on the other. We show that these concepts of stability are
largely equivalent for a major class of chains (chains with continuous components),
or if the state space has a sufficiently rich class of appropriate sets ('petite sets').
We use a discrete formulation of Dynkin's formula to establish unified criteria for
these stability concepts, through bounding of moments of first entrance times to
petite sets. This gives a generalization of Lyapunov-Foster criteria for the various
stability conditions to hold. Under these criteria, ergodic theorems are shown to be
valid even in the non-irreducible case. These results allow a more general test
function approach for determining rates of convergence of the underlying distributions of a Markov chain, and provide strong mixing results and new versions of the
central limit theorem and the law of the iterated logarithm.
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1. Introductionand background
1.1. Structureof the paper. The paper is structuredinto nine main sections. In this
introduction,we first introduce a number of related topological and probabilistic
concepts of stability for a Markov chain 4. The term 'stability'is not commonly
used in the Markovchain literature.In dynamicalsystemsliterature,it is commonly
used to mean 'asymptoticstability', i.e. convergence of sample paths to a fixed,
stable, point. With Markoviansystems, convergenceis most likely in a distributional
sense, and we use the term here to denote a range of behaviours, all of them
implyingthe system is to some degree stable. In generalterms, we say the chain 4 is
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topologically stable if there is a positive probability that it does not leave the
compactcentre of the space (which we call 'non-evanescence'),or, using a stronger
condition,if the distributionsof 0 as time evolves are tight (whichwe call 'bounded
in probability');we say the chain is probabilisticallystable if 4 returns to sets of
positive measure ('Harris recurrence')or if there is a unique invariantprobability
measurefor 4 ('positive Harrisrecurrence').Conceptually,these concepts are very
similar, and most have been widely studied. We study conditions under which the
variousstabilityconcepts are equivalentor related.
In Section 2 we identifya class of chainsfor whichthe variousconcepts are closely
related: these 'T-chains' are those which admit an everywhere non-trivial continuous component T, as defined in [33]. For T-chains, we show that a topological
stability condition (the tightnesshypothesis of [5]) is equivalent to a probabilistic
stability condition which is a generalizationof positive Harris recurrence. Specifically, if the underlying distributions are not tight, then we show that the
trajectoriesof the Markovchain 0 are either recurrentin a strong sense, or leave
every compactsubset of the state space.
In Section 3, the class of petite sets is introduced, and their propertiesexplored.
We show that when all compact sets are petite, the two sets of stabilityconditions
are similarlyrelated. Further,we show that all compact sets are petite if and only
if the chain is an irreducibleT-chain, under a mild stability condition; whilst, for
irreducible chains, all compact sets are petite if the chain is Feller and the
irreducibilitymeasuresatisfiesmild conditions.
In Section 4, we demonstratethat stochasticstabilityis intimatelyconnected with
the returntimes to petite sets. Section 4 is perhapsthe most importantin the paper.
Here it is shown that variousversions of probabilisticstabilitycriteria[13], [36] are
in fact special cases of a discreteform of Dynkin'sformula. Exploitingthis fact, we
derive much more generalversionsof the Lyapunov-Fostercriteria,which allow for
time-varyingtest functions.These extended versions can be necessaryin evaluating
the behaviourof complex systems (see [21], [19], [20]).
In Sections 5 and 6 we review and strengthen the known forms of ergodic
behaviour for various types of stability for irreducible chains. Lyapunov-Foster
criteria are developed for the various stability concepts, and to obtain rates of
convergencefor the underlyingdistributionsof 4).
In Section 7, we prove a general ergodic theorem for T-chainseven if the chain is
not irreducible,using an improvedDoeblin decompositiontheorem.
Finally, the existence of a test function is used in Sections 8 and 9 to develop
strong mixing results, a new version of the central limit theorem and a law of the
iteratedlogarithmfor Markovchains.
1.2. Markov chain notation. We concentrateon discrete time here, and deal with
Markovchains in, typically, the setting discussedin [31] or [26]. The results of this
work are extendedto the more technicallydifficultcase of continuous-timeprocesses
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in Parts II and III of the paper [23], [24]. In contrast to the purely probabilistic
contexts of [26], our results also exploit the topology of the space on which the
chainsevolve.
The following is a minimal descriptionof the systems we study. We consider a
Markov chain

= {(o0,

1, *..

,} evolving on a locally compact separable metric

space X, whose Borel a-algebra shall be denoted 53. We use P, and E, to denote
probabilitiesand expectationsconditionalon (o having distribution i, and P, and
Ex when i is concentrated at x.
A Markov transition function is an example of a positive kernel K = {K(x, A):x E

X, A e 8}, which is a measurablefunction of its first argumentfor any measurable
set A, and a a-finite measure of its second argument for any point x. For two
kernelsK and S, the productKS is a kernelwhich is definedfor x e X and A e 03by
KS(x, A) =

K(x, dy)S(y, A).

We assumethat the transitionprobabilitiesof 0 are defined by a Markovtransition
function denoted by P = {P(x, A), x

X, A e 3}, where the iterates

pk,

k e Z+, are

definedinductivelyby
) A I,

pk

ppk-1

k,

1;

here I denotes the identity transition function defined for x X and A E A by
I(x, A) = lA().

For each k, j e Z+, x EX and A E S we have
PX{Fk+j

A I a{o,- -,**

k}} = Pj(k,

A)

a.s. [Px].

The transitionlaw P acts on measurablefunctionsf by the operation
Pf(x)

f P(x, dy)f(y),

x EX.

1.3. Probabilisticstability. In this paper we consider the probabilistic stability
conditionsof Harrisrecurrenceand positive Harrisrecurrence,which is often also
called (under slight extra conditions) Harrisergodicity.To define these, we need a
little further notation. Letting IB denote the kernel defined as IB(x, A)= 1AlB(X),
we write PX{rA= k} = [(PIAc)k-'P](x, A), where the stopping time TA is defined for
a set A E ,3 by TA = inf {k 1: (k EA}. For x eX, A e A we let
L(x, A) = PX{rA < o}

=Px{i

enters A};

n k=N
u {k EA}J
Q(x,A)=px N=1
=P,{

EA i.o.};
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G(x, A) =

Pk(x A)

k=l

=E[ i

1{kEA}.

Standard identities involving these quantities may be found in [26], [29]. In
particular, we will frequently use the following well-known result (cf. [29]).
Lemma 1.1. Suppose for some sets A and B, infx,A L(x, B) > O. Then
{( eA i.o.}c{4(

(1)

B i.o.}

a.s. [Px]

and hence Q(z, A) _ Q(z, B), for all z eX.
Following [29], a set A E 3Ris called inessential if Q(x, A) = 0 for all x eX; otherwise
it is called essential. If A is essential, and cannot be written as a countable union of
inessential sets, then it is called properly essential.
We say 0 is cp-irreducibleif there exists a finite measure mqsuch that G(x, A) > 0
(or equivalently L(x, A) > 0) for all x eX whenever q({A} > 0, and in this case qpis
called an irreducibility measure. The chain 0 will simply be called irreducible when
the specific irreducibility measure is irrelevant.
We investigate reducible chains in Section 2. Here we first define stability
concepts for irreducible chains.
Stochastic stability condition 1. Suppose that 0 is qp-irreducible, and Q(x, A)
whenever (p{A} >0. Then 0 is called Harris recurrent [26], [35].

1

A subset B cX is called absorbing if P(x, B) = 1 for every x E B. If B is absorbing,
then the Markov chain 0 may be restricted to the set B, and B is called a Harris set
if the restricted chain is Harris recurrent. A a-finite measure Jr on j with the
property
7r{A} = jrP{A} A f r(dx)P(x, A)

for all A E 3

will be called invariant. It is called subinvariant if we have nr_ rP. It is shown in
[26], [29] that if 0 is irreducible, then a subinvariant measure exists, and if 0 is
Harris recurrent then an essentially unique invariant measure Jrexists. We shall use
the following characterization of r (cf. [26], Proposition 5.9).
Lemma 1.2. If 0 is Harris recurrent with invariant probability measure Jr, then
for any measurable A and f ? 0, with ;r(A) > 0,
(2)

r(f) =

n(dy)Ey[

f (,k-1)]
LA:=1
kM

=
J

J^

(dy)[

f(k)
LA:k=1
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we see that

In particular, choosing f =,
oo>r(A) > 0,
(3)

sup Ey[A]

r is finite if, for some A with

< o.

yEA

If the invariant measure is finite, then it may be normalized to a probability
measure, and in practice this is the main stable situation of interest.
Stochastic stability condition 2. Suppose that 0 is Harris recurrent, and Jr is finite.
Then ? is called positive Harris recurrent.
The rationale for these classical recurrence conditions being thought of as stability
conditions comes from Section 2 and Section 3, where we see that they are related
to the following results of a topological stability nature.
1.4. Topological stability. With probabilistic stability one has 'finiteness' in terms of
return visits to sets of positive measure of some sort, where the measure is often
dependent on the chain; with topological stability the sets of interest are compact
sets which are defined by the structure of the space rather than of the chain. In this
section we introduce stability concepts which relate to such links between the chain
and the topology on the space.
We say that a sample path of 0 converges to oo (denoted 0-visits each compact set only finitely often.

oo) if the trajectory

Since X is locally compact and separable, it follows from Lindelof's theorem [15]
that there exists a countable collection of open precompact sets {On:n E Z+} such
that
{

---}= {=n=O

f

E On i.o.}c.

In particular, then, the event {( ->oo} lies in O(XZ+).
Topological stability condition 1. A Markov chain 0 will be called non-evanescent if
Px{ - oo = 0 for each x eX.
This is a recurrence-like condition: the terminology is loosely based on Vere-Jones
[38]. Note that such chains are called non-explosive by Meyn [17], and nondissipative by Tweedie [34], but both of these terminologies have other implications
in related literature.
Our second topological condition is more closely related to the distributions of
{(k}

as k->oo.

Topological stability condition 2. The chain 4 will be called bounded in probability
if for each initial condition x e X and each >0, there exists a compact subset
K c X such that
lim inf Px{?k E K} _ 1 - E.
k-->oo
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The chain 0 will be called p-bounded in probabilityif, for some measure t, this
conditionholds for p a.e. initial conditionx X.
The chain ? is boundedin probabilityby definitionif its distributions{pk} are tight
for each fixed initial condition: the consequencesof this are well known (see [5]).
The nomenclatureof boundednessin probabilityis derived from dynamicalsystems
literature(see [22] for a detailed discussion). The concepts appear to be relatively
unexploredin discrete-timeMarkov chain theory, although [16] uses the idea of
non-evanescence and actually calls it recurrence. These conditions, in the
continuous-timecontext, have also been called 'recurrence'conditions: see, for
example, [14]. It is this sort of pluralityof nomenclaturethat had led us to adopt
the term 'stability'to cover the various related concepts: as a justificationwe note
that non-evanescence is related to the concept of Lagrange-stabilityin the
dynamicalsystems literature[4], whilst a Markovchain induces a dynamicalsystem
whose state space consists of probabilitymeasures, and in this context tightness is
equivalentto Lagrange'stability'.
We show in the next section that non-evanescencecan be closely connected with
Harris recurrenceunder suitable conditions. Clearly, though, since the stochastic
stabilityconditionswe use require irreducibility,they are not in general equivalent
to the topologicalconditions.In Section 2 we define a class of chains ('T-chains')for
which the stabilityconditions are equivalent in the irreduciblecase, and we show
that for T-chains which are reducible, the topological stability conditions imply,
essentially, a decompositionof the space into a countable numberof appropriately
stochasticallystable subsets, namely Harrissets.
In Section 3, we give a differentapproach.We define a class of sets ('petite sets',
extendingthe idea of small sets of [26]) which we show to have the propertythat, if
all compact sets are petite, then these and other stability conditions are closely
related. We also indicateconditionsunder which all compactsets are in fact petite.
2. Continuouscomponents, T-chains and stability
2.1. The definition and existence of T-chains. Here we show that, for a class of

chains introducedin [33], the forms of stability above are closely related. For a
probabilitya on Z+ we define the Markovtransitionfunction Ka as
(4)

Ka-E

a(i)Pi.

For two probabilities a and b on Z+ we have KaKb= Ka*b, where a * b denotes the
convolution of a and b. We let a- A (1- e)-1(1, E, E2, * ) for 0< E< 1, and ej

denote the probabilityon Z+ which is supportedon j e Z+. We let KEdenote Ka in
the specific case where a = a, and a * E denote a * a.. In this situation we always

assume E is a fixed positive number.We begin with a definition.
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A kernel T is called a continuous component of a function K: (X, 13)- lR+ if
(i) For A e 3 the function T(., A) is lower semi-continuous;
(ii) For all x X and A E X?,the measure T(x, .) satisfies K(x, A) ' T(x, A).
The continuous component T is called non-trivial at x if T(x, X) > 0.
In this section we will be particularly interested in continuous components of the
Markov transition function Ka, as defined in (4).
A chain will be called a T-chain if, for some a, the Markov transition function Ka
admits a continuous component T which is non-trivial for all x e X.
Three important classes of Markov chains are those evolving on a countable state
space, those which are essentially random walks, and those obtained from stochastic
systems: from Proposition 3.2 below we see that a Markov chain on a countable
state space is always a T-chain. It is shown in [33] that random walks are T-chains if
and only if the increment distribution is 'spread out' with respect to the Haar
measure on the space.
If X is a smooth (C?) manifold and the Markov chain is generated by the
Markovian system
(5)

,k+l

= F(Q)k, Wk+l),

kE

+

with w an i.i.d. sequence, and F:X x P->X smooth, then 4p is a T-chain if the
distribution of w0 possesses a lower semi-continuous density, and an associated
control system is forward accessible (combine Theorem 2.1(iii) of [18] with
Proposition 3.2). Forward accessibility is a generalization of the controllability
condition from linear systems theory. Hence if X = Rd and the function F appearing
in (5) is linear, so that (k+I = AIk + Bwk+l for matrices A and B of appropriate
dimension, then 0 is a T-chain if the controllability matrix [Ad-lBI.. * ABI B] has
rank d. In practice, then, many chains of interest are indeed T-chains, and the
results below can be widely applied.
We first show that for a T-chain, either sample paths converge to Xoor they enter
a 'stochastically recurrent' part of the space. For a set A e 3, we let A?=
{x X: L(x, A) = 0}. It is easy to show that the set A? is either empty or absorbing.
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that 0 is a T-chain. If A e
then for each x EX, P { {--> o} U {4 enters A} } = 1.

03

is not properly essential,

Proof. Let A=U Bi, with each Bj inessential; then from Lemma 1.1, the sets
Bij = {x e X: L(x, Bi) >j-1} are also inessential, for any i, j. Thus A' = U Ai where
each A, is inessential. Since T is lower semi-continuous, the sets Oj^ {x e
Since T is
are open, as is Uj- {x X: T(x, A?)>j-},
i, jZ+.
X:T(x, Ai)>j-l}
everywhere non-trivial we have for all x X, T(x, (UA)
hence the sets {O,i, Uj} form an open cover of X.

U A) = T(x,X) >

and
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Let C be a compact subset of X, and {UN, OiN: 1
Ai is inessential, and
(6)

L(x, Ai) > K(

A A)T
Tx,

,)

i

rj-1

_

N} a finite subcover. Since

x E Oij

we may conclude from (1) that each of the sets Oijis inessential. It follows that, with
probability 1, every trajectory that enters C infinitely often must enter UN infinitely
often. That is, {O E C i.o.} c {~ E UN i.o.} a.s. But since L(x, A?) > 1/N for x E UN
we have by (1) again, {4 E UN i.o.} c {4 EA? i.o.} a.s., and this completes the
proof.
Corollary. If 0 is a non-evanescent T-chain, then X is properly essential.
In fact, as we now show, a much more explicit statement linking recurrence to
non-evanescence is possible for T-chains.
2.2. The Doeblin decomposition. It is known that T-chains admit a version of the
celebrated Doeblin decomposition theorem, as shown in [33]: we now strengthen
this result, linking it to our topological stability conditions. The Doeblin decomposition breaks X into a countable union of Harris sets as defined in Section 1.3, and
a countable union of inessential sets.
Theorem 2.1 (decomposition theorem). Suppose that X is a T-chain. Then
(i) X can be decomposed into the disjoint union X = Eie, Hi + E where the index
set I is countable, each Hi is a Harris set, and E is not properly essential;
(ii) For each compact set C c X, Hi n C = 0 for all but a finite number of i E I.
(iii) For each initial condition x e X,
Px{4->

oo}U {

enters

Hi}} = 1,

and hence the index set I is non-empty if and only if Px{4->oo} < 1 for some initial
condition x eX;
(iv) If 4 is non-evanescent then L(x, EiE, Hi) 1. For each i E I, the Harris set Hi
is positive if and only if lim supk_o pk(x, C) > 0 for some x E Hi, and some compact
set C cX.
Proof. Result (i) is taken from [33].
To see (ii), let Di = {x: T(x, Hi) > }, i E I, and let DE = {x:T(x, E) >0}.
Clearly by (i), C is covered by U Di U DE, and so there exists N such that
C c U Di U DE. Since Hi is absorbing we have Hi n DE = 0 and Hi n Dj = 0, i j.
Hence C n Hi = 0 for i > N, as required.
The result (iii) follows from Proposition 2.1, with E =A, and (iv) is a direct
consequence of Proposition 3.4 of [33] (which states that compact sets have finite
7r-measure) and Corollary 6.7(iii) of [26].
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Remark. We note explicitly, since we use it in Part II, that this decomposition
relies only on the hitting-time probabilities L(x, A) possessing an everywhere
non-trivialcontinuouscomponent, as was the case in [33], rather than on the full
power of the T-chain assumptions.In the irreduciblecase this gives the following
connectionsimmediately.
Corollary.Suppose that 0 is an irreducibleT-chain. Then
(i) 0 is non-evanescentif and only if 0 is Harrisrecurrent;
(ii) 0 is boundedin probabilityif and only if 0 is positive Harrisrecurrent.
Proof. (i) follows immediatelyfrom (iii) of Theorem 2.1. To see (ii), note that if
0 is bounded in probability,then from (iv) of Theorem 2.1, the Harris set H is
positive, whilst if 0 is a positive Harris-recurrentchain, then the standardlimit
theoremsshow that for all initial values the distributionspk are tight.
From the decompositiontheorem we also see that in the reducible case, if 0 is a
T-chain,then 0 is non-evanescentif and only if every trajectoryenters some Harris
set with probability1. Again, a strongerresult is in fact true.
Theorem2.2. Suppose that 0 is a T-chain. Then 0 is bounded in probabilityif
and only if it is non-evanescent,and every Harrisset is positive.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2.2 in [18] can be adapted, given the resultsof the
decompositiontheorem, and we omit the details.
3. Petite sets
3.1. Petite sets and stability conditions. We now define a class of sets which will be

critical in linking stability properties of the chain with various criteria for those
propertiesto hold.
A set A e 23 and a sub-probabilitymeasure qpon B(X) are called petite if for some
probabilitya on Z+, Ka(x, .) q(p() for all x EA.
If 0 is positive Harrisrecurrentwith invariantprobability.r, then the class of petite
sets which have positive 7r-measureextends the class of small sets, defined by [26],
which are petite sets with a = ej for some j. We can immediately show that the
existenceof sufficientcompactpetite sets implies that 0 is a T-chain.
Proposition 3.1. If an open petite set A exists, then Ka possesses a continuous

componentfor some a, non-trivialon all of A.
Proof. Since A is petite, there exists a probability a on Z+ and a sub-probability q(
It is easy to see that T(-, .*)1A()(){-}
is a
such that Ka(-, *)>lA(')({-)}.

continuouscomponentof Ka. It certainlysatisfiesthe firstand thirdconditionsof the
definition of a T-chain. If B E 3, then T(., B) = q({B)}A(')

open, the second conditionis also satisfied.

and since the set A is
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Proposition 3.2. Suppose that for each x eX there exists a probability ax on Z+
such that Kax possesses a continuous component Txwhich is non-trivial at x. Then <
is a T-chain.
Proof. For each xeX, let Wx denote the open set Wx= {y X:Tx(y,X)>0}.
Observe that by the given hypotheses, x E Wxfor each x e X. By Lindelofs theorem
there exists a countable subcollection of sets {Wi: i e +} and corresponding kernels
T, and Ka, such that U Wi= X. Letting
T=

2-k-Tk
k=O

it follows that Ka

and a =

2klak,
k=O

T, and hence satisfies the conclusions of the proposition.

Theorem 3.1. If every compact set is petite, then 4 is a T-chain.
Proof. Since X is a-compact, there is a countable covering of open petite sets,
and the result follows from Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 3.2.
In what follows we require the following preliminary result, the proof of which we
leave to the reader.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that A is petite, and that for some probability a on Z+ and a
set B e X3, infxEB Ka(x, A) > 0. Then B is also petite.
We now use Theorem 2.1 to give a stronger link between the existence of petite
compact sets and T-chain properties.
Theorem 3.2. (i) Suppose that Px{(oo}< 1 for one x. Then every compact set
is petite if and only if ? is an irreducible T-chain.
(ii) Suppose that P{--> oo < 1 for all x eX. Then ? is a T-chain if and only if
every compact set admits a finite cover by open petite sets.
Proof. (i) Suppose that 4 is qp-irreducible.Let A be a (p-positive petite set, and
let Ka have an everywhere non-trivial continuous component T. By irreducibility
K,(x, A)> 0, and hence Ka*,(x, A) = KaK,(x, A) TK,(x, A) > 0 for allx eX. The
function TK,(., A) is lower semi-continuous and positive everywhere on X. Hence
Ka*,(x, A) is uniformly bounded from below on compact subsets of X. Lemma 3.1
completes the proof of the 'if' part.
Conversely, if every compact set is petite, then by Theorem 3.1, 0 is a T-chain.
Moreover from the Decomposition Theorem 2.1(i) X = E Hi + E. If Px{(-> 0}o < 1
for some x, then from the Decomposition Theorem 2.1(iii), E Hi $ 0. Let y e Hi,
and x X arbitrary. Then the set {x} U {y} is compact and hence petite. Moreover,
if (p is an associated petite measure then since Hi is absorbing, q{H)}
Ka(y, H\) = 0 and hence L(x, H1) - q{H1} > 0. This shows that L(x, H) > 0 for all
x, so that P is zl-irreducible, where j7, is the invariant measure for H1.
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(ii) Under the given conditions it follows from (iii) of the Decomposition
Theorem 2.1 that L(x, E Hi) >0 for all x. Let J7rdenote the invariant measure on
Hi, and let {Ai) denote ri-positive petite sets with Ai c Hi.
Without loss of generality we can assume that T(x, E A,) > 0 for all x. Indeed, we
have Ka* = K. K
TK&= T' (say). Since K,(x, E A,) > 0 holds for any x EX, we
*
a
a
e, and T by T' to give the desired continuous component. If C
may replace by
is compact, then there exists N such that
N

cC

U
i1

N

O

^AU {x:( T(x, Ai) > 1/N}.
i=1

Since by Lemma 3.1 each ON is petite, this completes the 'only if' part. The
converse of (ii) is a direct consequence of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.
Finally, we link the properties of petite sets, T-chains and stability conditions in the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that every compact subset of X is petite.
(i) A Harris set H c X exists and is unique if and only if P{ (->
x eX, and if this is the case, then for all y eX,
Py{{-->

oo}U {

oo}

< 1 for some

enters H}} = 1;

(ii) 0 is Harris recurrent if and only if it is non-evanescent;
(iii) 0 is positive Harris recurrent if and only if it is bounded in probability.
Proof. Since every compact set is petite, we see from Theorem 3.1 that 4 is a
T-chain.
(i) If H exists and is unique, then from Theorem 2.1(iii), for some xeX,
Px{ -- oo}= 0, and then as required, for all y E X, Py{{-> oo}U {. enters H}} = 1.
Conversely, if for some x EX, Px{ -> oo}< 1, then 4 is an irreducible T-chain,
from Theorem 3.2. Hence there is exactly one Harris set, from Theorem 2.1(iii)
again.
(ii) follows directly from (i), and Theorem 2.1(iii).
(iii) follows from (i) and from Theorem 2.1(iv), as in the corollary to that
theorem.
We have shown that in general, chains for which all compact sets are petite are
T-chains. We now show that a more conventional class of chains, Feller chains, also
give a rich set of petite sets under suitable auxiliary conditions.
3.2. Feller chains and petite sets. A Markov chain * is said to have the Feller
property if Pf is continuous for every bounded and continuous function f :X -> R.
We require the following lemma for petite sets for Feller chains.
Lemma 3.2. If ? is a qp-irreducibleFeller chain, then the closure of every petite
set is petite.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.1, Proposition 2.11(iv) of [26] (which states that X may be
written as a countable union of small sets), and regularity of probability measures on
3 (i.e. a set A E 8 may be approximated from within by compact sets), the set A is
petite if and only if there exists a probability a on Z+, 6 > 0, and a compact petite
set C cX such that Ka(x, C) > 6 for all x E A. Since the function Ka(x, C) is upper
semicontinuous (Lemma 4.1 of [9]), we have infxEAKa(x, C) = inf,xA Ka(x, C), and
this shows that the closure of a petite set is petite.
We can now provide the auxiliary conditions under which all compact sets are petite
for a Feller chain.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose that ? is (p-irreducible. Then either of the conditions
below implies that all compact subsets of X are petite:
(i) 0 has the Feller property and an open (p-positive petite set exists;
(ii) 0 has the Feller property and supp qphas non-empty interior.
Proof. The proof is similar to Theorem 4.1 of [9] or Theorem 1 of [30].
(i) Let A be an open petite set of positive (p-measure. Then Ke,(, A) is lower
semicontinuous and positive everywhere, and hence bounded from below on
compact sets. Lemma 3.1 completes the proof.
(ii) Let A be a (g-positive petite set, and define Ak -cl {x:K,(x, A) l/k} n
supp (p. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2, each Ak is petite. Since supp p9has non-empty
interior it is of the second category, and hence there exists k e Z+ and an open set
Oc Ak c supp qp.The set O is a (p-positive petite set, and hence we may apply (i)
to conclude (ii).
4. Criteria for stability
4.1. Petite sets and stability conditions. It is well known that forms of stochastic
stability are closely related to the return time behaviour of the chain on sets in the
'centre' of the space: individual points on countable spaces, compacta on topological
spaces, and so on. By deriving conditions for appropriately finite return times to
such sets, criteria for stability have been found in [35], [36] and [26]. We show here
that petite sets play this same role, and then proceed to develop criteria for them to
have finite return times.
Theorem 4.1. (i) The chain 4 is Harris recurrent if and only if a petite set A
exists with L(x, A) = 1 for all x eX.
(ii) The chain 0 is positive Harris recurrent if and only if a petite set A exists with
L(x, A) = 1 for all x e X, and supAEx,[T] < oo.
(iii) If 0 possesses a sub-invariant measure r, then every petite set has finite
.r-measure.
Proof. We first prove (iii), which does not depend on any irreducibility
hypothesis. If A is petite we have Ka(x, B) - (p{B} for all x e A, B e 3. Suppose
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0. It is easy to see that qp< r, and
that X is a sub-invariant measure with Jr{A}
(
since Jris a-finite there exists a set B such that rG{B} < ooand qp B } > 0. In this case
To see (i), note that the chain is
we have oo> Jr{B} (IlAKa){B}) -r{A}g({B}.
=
if
a
set
A
exists
with
irreducible
L(x, A) 1 for all x e X. By (iii), and the
petite
results of Sections 3 and 5 of [35], the chain is Harris recurrent. The converse is
well known. To see (ii), assume that the chain is positive recurrent. From
Proposition 5.13 of [26] there is an increasing sequence of petite sets satisfying the
conditions stated. Conversely, since the chain is irreducible as in the proof of (i),
from (iii) and Section 5 of [35], it is straightforward that the chain is positive
recurrent as required.
In this sense petite sets mimic the behaviour we would expect of compact sets, and
they play very much this role for the chain 4. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1(i) and
(ii), Theorem 4.1(iii) implies that petite sets are status sets for the class of
irreducible Markov chains [35], and for irreducible chains it also follows from
Theorem 4.1(ii) that petite sets are special instances of the test sets used in [37].
Having thus indicated that finiteness of hitting times for petite sets implies
various forms of stability, we give criteria for such hitting times to be appropriately
finite.
4.2. Dynkin's formula. The key result of the paper is a discrete form of
Dynkin's formula. This provides the appropriate tool to bound the hitting times on
sets, as required by, for example, the results of Theorem 4.1. This approach allows
us to use much more general 'test functions' (which depend on the whole history of
the chain rather than on the present position alone) than have appeared previously
in the literature.
Dynkin's formula will be shown to yield necessary and sufficient conditions for
positive recurrence and recurrence; criteria for geometric rates of convergence of
the distributions of the chain; connections between stability and mixing conditions;
and sample path ergodic theorems such as the central limit theorem and law of the
iterated logarithm. Define
(7)

k = 7{<0o,'''

,Ok},

let A denote a measurable subset of X, and let
(8)

aA = min (k -0:

k eA).

Let {Zk, Ak} be an adapted sequence of positive random variables. We shall assume
that for each k, Zk is a fixed Borel-measurable function of (o,, ***, k). We abuse
notation by letting Zk denote both the random variable and the function of 0. For
A
any stopping time r define r" min {n, t, inf {k - 0: Zk > n }. The random time Tn
is a stopping time since it is the minimum of stopping times, and the random
variable E=n Zi-, is essentially bounded.
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Discrete Dynkin's formula. For each x e X and n E 7+,
Ex[Zrn] = E[Zo]

+ Ex

Zi-)].

(E[Zi | Fi-1]-

Proof. For each n E Z+,
n
= Zo +
Z,n

(Zi- Zi--1)
i=l

n

1{Tn > i}(Zi-

= Zo +

Zi_l).

i=1

Taking expectations and noting that {rn" i} E i_1, we obtain
Ex[Z]

+ Ex[

=Ex[Zo]

Ex[Zi, - Zi_

= E,[Zgo] +E[i

(Ex[Zi

I

_1]l{n

|

>i}]

i-]-Zi-1)

The following result is an easy consequence.
Corollary. Suppose that there exists a sequence of positive measurable functions
{Ek: k _ O} on X such that
(i) Ek+l(X) < CEk(X) for some C < oo, and all k E Z+, x E AC;
< Zk OA > k.
Ek((k),
(ii) E[Zk+l I| k]
Then
~Ext

-[i(=l

sl-l)

xEACx
<[Z
- o(x

x EX.

Eo(X) + CPZo(x),

Proof. Let Zk and Ek denote the random variables Zk(Do, *. , Dk) and Ek(Dk)
whenever 1 < k - OA.
k-1
_
respectively. By hypothesis, E[Zk I k-1] - Zk-1
Hence we have by Dynkin's formula
O'x[Z

ZO((x)-Ex

Ei_-1,

xeAC, n E7Z+.

By the monotone convergence theorem it follows that for all initial conditions
Ex

1Zi(x),

x E Ac.

This proves the corollary for x E Ac. For arbitrary x, we have
Ex[

Ei-]

=

Eo+ Ex[Ei
Eo + CPZo(x).

i(Di1))l{l

E Ac}]
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4.3. A criterion for non-evanescence. We first consider a criterion for nonevanescence, which extends the results of Section 10 of [35]. This will provide a drift
condition as in Theorem 10.1 of [35], but instead of considering a fixed test function
V of the state 4Pk, we let {Vk: k E Z+ denote a family of positive Borel-measurable
functions Vk:Xk+l- > R+. This generalization is of more than academic value: see
[21], [19], [20] for applications where a fixed function does not suffice.
In order to derive criteria for non-evanescence, which is defined in terms of
compact sets, we need to adapt the sequence {Vk} more strongly to the topology. A
function V is called norm-like if V(x)- oo as x -> o: this means that the level sets
{x: V(x) ' B} are precompact for each B > 0. The usual choice for such functions
on Euclidean space is the norm itself, or monotonic functions of the norm, hence
our terminology. By imposing the appropriate 'drift condition' on the stochastic
process Vk= Vk(o, * * * , (k), we obtain bounds on moments of first entrance times
to certain subsets of X.
Assume that there exists a norm-like function V :X-> + with the property
,

Vk(x,

(9)

for all ke Z

k)

V(Xk)

0

and all x e X. The criterion we consider for such a {Vk} is the

following.
There exists a compact set Ac X, and an adapted sequence {Vk, }k)
satisfying (9), such that
(DD1)

Ex[Vk+l

when

A >

I Jk]

Vk

a.s. [P,],

k, k E Z+.

Here the term DD refers to 'discrete drift'.
Theorem 4.2. If condition (DD1) holds then 0 is non-evanescent.
Proof. Suppose that in fact Px{--> oo}> 0 for some x EX. Then, since the set A
is compact, there exists N e Z+ with
PX{{4k eAc,kA NN}

--->oo}} >.

Hence letting / = PN(X, *), we have by conditioning at time N,
(10)
oo)}}>0.
P,u{{A = oo n {We now show that (10) leads to a contradiction. Let mi = Vil{oA _i}. Using the
fact that {(A > k} e k-1, we may show that (mk, Jk) is a positive supermartingale:
E[mk I 1k-,] =1I{A _-

k}E[Vk

I k-1]-

k}Vk _

l{ (A-

mk-1.
l

Hence there exists an almost surely finite random variable m. such that mk-> m as
k-

oo.

There are two possibilities for the limit mo. Either
or oA = oo in which case lim supk,.

A

< oo in which case m,o = 0,

V(Dk) = m, < oo and in particular

4

-/ oo. That
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is, we have shown that
< 0} U {4 )}}

P,{{A

= 1,

which clearly contradicts (10). Hence ? is non-evanescent.
4.4. Criteria for boundedness in probability and positivity. It is perhaps surprisingly easier to derive conditions for positive recurrence than for recurrence.
The criteria derived here extend the results of Sections 6 and 9 of [35], and again
we consider {Vk = Vk(o, .** ,(<k)} to be a stochastic process of the form described
above, and let A and f be measurable. We consider here the Lyapunov-Foster drift
condition.
Positive drift condition. For some E > 0,
E[Vk+l I

(DD2)

k]

V-

Ef(4k)

a.s. [Paj,

k E Z,

when A > k.
Condition (DD2) is written in its general and hence most complicated form.
Suppose for example as in [35] that Vk = V(Qk) where V is a simple positive
measurable function on X: Condition (DD2) then becomes the following.
For some E> 0,
PV

(DD2')

V-ef

on

Ac.

This hypothesis, with f = 1, is well known to have powerful implications in stability
theory: see for example [26] and [36].
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that A and f >O are measurable, and that (DD2) is
satisfied. Then

l

-

f (x) + E-1PVOX),

X EX.

Proof. Suppose that {Vk} satisfies (DD2), and let Zk = Vk. Then E[Zk
Zk-l

---Ef(k-l),

and hence

the result follows

by the corollary

I

k-i]-

to Dynkin's

formula.
These results, together with the classification in Section 2, immediately give the
following result for reducible chains.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that 4 admits a sub-invariant measure ti, and that (DD2)
is satisfied for some A E 53 with /L(A) finite, and some f > 1, with PVo bounded on
A. Then li is a finite invariant measure for the chain, and 4) is /t-bounded in
probability.
Proof. From Theorem 4.3, and imitating the proof of Theorem 1 of [37], we find
,t is a finite invariant measure. From the a-compactness of X, the finiteness of ,l,
and using Fatou's lemma on the invariant equations, the result follows.
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Corollary. Suppose that ? is a Feller chain and that (DD2) is satisfiedfor some
compact A e 53 and some f _ 1, with PVObounded on A. Then there exists an
invariantprobabilityu for the chain, and 4 is s-bounded in probability.
Proof. This follows as in [37], and is also related to resultsof [12].
We can do much better if 0 is a T-chain.
Theorem4.5. Suppose that 0 is a T-chain satisfying (DD2) for some compact
A E 38,and some f 1, with PVobounded on A. Then 0 is non-evanescent,there
is a finite number of Harris sets all of which are positive in the Doeblin
decomposition,and hence 0 is bounded in probability.
Proof. We see from Theorem 4.3 that under the conditions of Theorem 4.5,
From Lemma 1.1 we have Q(x,A) = 1 for all x, so that 0 is
L(x,A)-1.
non-evanescent. Since Harris sets are absorbing, Q(x, A)= 1, x e Hi implies
Hi nA : 0 for any Harrisset Hi. Parts (ii) and (iii) of the decompositiontheorem
then show that the index set I is finite and non-empty. From Theorem 4.3, there
exists a finite M such that supXEAEx(rA) < M, and hence from Proposition 4.1 of [35],

lim supk,o Pk(x, A)>0 for all x. From (iv) of the Decomposition Theorem 2.1,
then, the Harrissets are all positive as required.
If the set A in (DD2) is petite, we reach our strongestpositivitystatement.
Theorem4.6. Suppose that A is petite, f 1 is measurable, and that (DD2) is
satisfiedwith f + PVObounded on A. Then the chain is positive Harris recurrent
and jr(f) is finite.
Proof. That 0 is positive Harris recurrent follows from Theorem 4.1 and
Theorem 4.3. That 7r(f) is finite follows then from the representationof r in
Lemma 1.2.
5. Criteriafor recurrenceand ergodicity:irreduciblechains
The topologicalconditionsof non-evanescenceand boundednessin probabilitydo
not require any irreducibility.We have seen that, in the irreducible case, they
equate to Harrisrecurrenceand positive Harrisrecurrenceunder mild conditions.
In this section we review and extend known resultswhich refine these irreducible
chain concepts of stability, and which, in particular,relate the moments of hitting
times on petite sets to rates of convergenceto stable regimes. We can then use the
Lyapunov-Fosterapproachto find criteriafor these rates of convergenceto hold.
We also turn to the consequences of positive recurrencein particularwhen the
chain is irreducible.Not only does a finite invariantmeasure r exist in this context,
but the distribution of

{(k}

tends to 3r as k-> oo, and does so in the total variation

norm [26]. Thus in linking boundedness in probability with positive Harris
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recurrence,we have moved from weak convergenceof {pk}, which is often implied
by tightness, to a much stronger form of convergence. This becomes even more
apparentin Section 7 for reduciblechains.
A criterionfor Harrisrecurrenceis easy to establishfrom our previousresults.
Theorem5.1. If there exists V satisfying(DD1) and every compact set is petite,
then the chain is Harrisrecurrent.
Proof. Note that 4I is non-evanescentfrom Theorem 4.2; the result follows from
Theorem3.3.
This Lyapunov-Fosterresult strengthensresults of [16]; see also Theorem 10.1 of
[35]. The new approachhas replaced the somewhat artificialrequirementsof [35],
[16] that the level sets of the test function be 'status sets' for (I with the more
naturalrequirementthat the compact sets are petite, which is clearly more closely
allied to the structureof the chain itself.
Our next result considers criteria for, and consequences of, positive Harris
recurrence.We provide an extension of the standardconvergence result, and for
this we need the following extension of the total variationnorm. For any positive
measurable function f >
and any signed measure , on O we write |i|llf =
suplgljfly(g)J. Note that the total variation norm lljil is IIlllf in the special case
where f

1.

Theorem5.2. Let f > 1 be measurable.Then
(i) The following are equivalent:
(a) the chain ? is positive Harrisrecurrentwith invariantprobabilitymeasureJ,
and :r(f)< oo.

(b) there exists a petite set A such that L(x, A)
(11)

supEy[

yEA

1 and

f(DIk-1)] <

.

-k=1

(ii) If either of the equivalentconditions(a) or (b) holds then
Ex E tf(k-1)]

(12)

< 0

-k-I

for a.e. x eX [7r];
(iii) If ? is positive Harris recurrentwith invariantprobabilitymeasure z and
period m - 1 (cf. [29]), and if r(f) < oo, then for any initial condition x satisfying
(12), the distributionsconvergein f-norm:
1 m
(13)

lm

i=1

-o0.

Pi+l(x, .)f

Proof. (i) and (ii): If 4 is positive Harrisrecurrent,then (11) and (12) hold for
some petite set by Proposition5.13 of [26]. Conversely,if (b) holds, then Theorem
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4.1 implies that 0 is Harris recurrentwith invariantmeasure :r. Theorem 4.1(iii)
togetherwith (11) gives r({X}_ ;r(f) < o from the form of Jrin Lemma 1.2.
(iii) This convergenceresult follows from the case R = 1 of [28]: note that the null
set Ngin that resultcan be taken as the set on which (12) fails, when R = 1, since the
set N1 in that proof can be taken as empty in this case.
Most of this result is essentiallyknown, althoughit is not alwaysclearly stated in
the literaturethat (13) holds for all f, whetherbounded or not, for which :r(f) < o.
When 0 is aperiodic(that is, the period m = 1), and (13) holds for some f _ 1 and
all x, then 0 is called Harrisergodic.
Theorem5.3. Suppose that A is petite, that f ' 1 is measurable,and that (DD2)
is satisfiedwithf + PVoboundedon A. Then 0 is positive Harrisrecurrent,and (13)
holds for all x and for the samef, so that in the aperiodiccase, 0 is Harrisergodic.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.3, and Theorem 5.2. Notice that we do not
have to assumeirreducibilitywhen A is petite, and that the 7r-nullset on which (12)
fails is empty under the conditionsof the theorem, so Harrisergodicitydoes hold in
the aperiodiccase.
This result extends Theorem 9.1 of [35] from the situation where V is a simple
functionon X.
6. Criteriafor geometric recurrenceand geometric ergodicity
We now turn to the concepts of geometric recurrence and geometric ergodicity

which are refinementsof the idea of positive recurrenceand Harris ergodicity (cf.
[26], [27], [36]).
Stochastic stability condition 3. Suppose that for some measurable f ' 1, a petite

set A, and r > 1,
sup E[

(14)

xeA

and L(x, A)

rkf (k-)]

<,

k=1

1. Then 0 is called geometricallyrecurrent.

Theorem6.1. Suppose that the chain 4 satisfies (14) for some A and r, and is
hence geometrically recurrent. Then there exists p < 1, R <oo, and a probability

measure r such that
(15)

m

E
i=1

'
P +'(x,
f)

REx
f

-k=l

rf (Dk_,)]p'

x EX,

l E 2,

where the right-handside is finite for a.e. xeX[Jr]. Conversely, if 4 is Harris
recurrent and (15) holds for some r > 1, R < oo, p < 1, r a probability, and A petite,
with the right-handside finite for a.e. x X [Jr],then 4 is geometricallyrecurrent.
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To prove the result, we consider the 'split chain' [25], [26], [1]. This device allows us
to shift our analysis from petite sets, to a recurrent atom lying in an enlarged state
space. An atom a is by definition a subset of the state space for which P(x, ) =
P(y, .) for all x, y E a. Hence an atom is essentially a single state, and by the strong
Markov property, the trajectories of the chain between visits to an atom are
independent and identically distributed. Such a splitting is only possible in the
strongly aperiodic case, for which we take the following definition from [1].
Strong aperiodicity. There exists a set C, a probability v with v{C} = 1, and 6 > 0
such that L(x, C) > 0 for all x eX and P(x, A) > 6v{A}, x e C, A e 3.
Under the assumptions imposed in this paper, the k-step chain {Pnk :n E Z+} will be
strongly aperiodic for some k _ 1 if 4 is irreducible and aperiodic (see [29] where
the set C is called a C-set).
In the proof of Theorem 6.1, and in the remaining results of the paper we
consider only strongly aperiodic Markov chains. The general case follows by
decomposing the state space into periodic classes and considering the k-step chain,
but there is some work in relating the two chains [26]. We refer the reader to [22]
for a proof in the more general case.
We require here, and in the proofs of several other results in the paper, the
following three lemmas which we give in general form.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that 0 is strongly aperiodic, that A cX is petite, f :X[1, oo]is measurable, and that for a constant r > 1, the function
(16)

VA(X) -Ex[

f(

k-l)r

1

x EX,

satisfies supXEAVA(x)< o. Then for a split chain with atom a, there exists a constant
Co< oosuch that
EX[

f(k

-l)rk

COVA(),

x X.

Proof. The proof of this result follows from a straightforward extension of the
geometric trials argument used in [27] and so will be omitted. This technique
requires that the C-set satisfy (p{C} >0, where q9is the petite measure associated
with A. This property may be assumed without loss of generality: replace (p with
qpK,. By definition K,(x, C) > 0 for all x so that the petite measure cpK, satisfies the
desired condition.
When the function VA defined in Lemma 6.1 is finite-valued we also obtain
bounds on moments of VA((k) as follows.
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Lemma 6.2. Suppose that A c X and f :X- [1, oo]are measurable, and that for a
constant r > 1, BVA supXA VA(X)< oc. Then
(i) PVA(X) r-VA(X) + BV, x EX;
(ii) supkE,z+E[VA()k)] < c, when VA(x)< o;
(iii) If L(x, A) 1 then VAdrr - Bv/(r - 1) < oo for any invariant probability rt.

f

Proof. Results (ii)-(iii) follow easily from the bound (i) on PV. To obtain (i), we
condition at k = 1:
PVA(X) E E

-n=_2

2}] + sup E[
xXeA
.n=

rn-f (n)l{A

rf (n-1)]
1

r-lVA + B,.

Lemma 6.3. Let {ak:k E
?+} be a sequence of complex numbers, and suppose
A
that the function f(z)
E akzk is analytic in a neighborhood of the closed unit disk
U c C, and If(z)l < C for some C < oo, and all Izl r < oo. Then ak < Cr-k for all
k E Z+.
Proof. By Parseval's theorem and the boundedness assumption we have
2 vT X

1
2rJ

c? I

J
k=0

oo

2

aakrkei? dO=

k=0O

lak
r2I

.

Proof of Theorem 6.1. The converse follows from Theorem 6.14 of [26], where it
is also shown that (14) implies a geometric rate of convergence in the ergodic
theorem. The main new result here is the upper bound on the rate of convergence
(see also [6]). We first note that under (14), * is positive Harris recurrent with
invariant probability Jr, and, from Lemma 6.2,

Ex Ex rkf(Pk-1)]

(17)

<

X

for a.e. x eX[:r]. Suppose now that (14) holds, and fix x eX satisfying (17). Fix
glg_f, and let g denote the centered function g - Jg dr. Lemma 6.2(i) implies that
the function
G(z)=

(18)

> E,[g(.n)lzn

n=O

is analytic in the open unit ball U c C.
By Lemma 6.1, we may turn to the split state space and assume that an atom a
exists, so that the function G may be written in the standard way as the sum of an
analytic function and the product of two analytic functions with domain U, where
the interchange of summation and expectation is justified by Fubini's theorem:
G(z) = Ex

g(())Zn
Ln=O

+ Ex[ZT] 1 E[g(,n)]zn.
n=l
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By Corollary 2.4 of [27] we have for some r > 1, and all
E E[g(n)]zn

n=l

n=l

II P"(a,

)-

Izl

ll

ro,

r <

??

Hence by Lemma 6.1, there exists Co, C1< o, and a neighborhood N D U, all
independent of g satisfying the conditions of the theorem and x satisfying (17), such
that G is analytic in N and for each z E N,
IG(z)I ' CjEx[I

f(ok)rk]

k=O

g CoCEx

[

f(^)r1]

Lemma 6.3 together with this bound completes the proof.
We now see that a simple and often easily verified extension of (DD2) gives a
general criterion for these stability regimes to hold.
For some e > 0, A< 1,
(DD3)

E[Vk+l | ]

-AV,k- Ef(k)

a.s. [P,0],

k E Z,

when aA > k.

Condition (DD3), like Condition (DD2), is given in a general form. Suppose for
example as in [36] that Vk= V((Ik) where V is merely a positive measurable function
on X: Condition (DD3) then becomes the following.
(DD3')

For some e > 0, A < 1,
PV- AV-ef

on A.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that A and f _O are measurable, and that (DD3) is
satisfied. Then with r- ,~
EX-[

r

t1)]_ {rf (x) +

E

rPVo(x),

x EA;

Proof. Suppose that {Vk} satisfies (DD3), and let Zk = rkVk where r = A-1. Then
E[Zk I| k-] - Zk--- - -rkf(4k-1), and hence the result follows by the corollary to
Dynkin's formula.
When ? is aperiodic and (15) holds with the right-hand side finite for all x, then
0 is called geometrically ergodic.
These results, together with the classification in Theorem 6.1, immediately give
the following.
Corollary. Suppose that A is petite, f _ 1 is measurable, and that (DD3) is
satisfied with f + PVo bounded on A. Then the chain > satisfies (14) and (17) with
the same f, and all x E X. Hence 4 is geometrically recurrent.
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In the aperiodiccase there exists R < ooand p < 1 such that
IIPn(x, ) - 7rf _-R(PV0(x)+f(x))pn,

x EX.

n E +,

Hence in this case 0 is geometricallyergodic.
Following the matrix definition as in [32] we define the f-operator norm, for a
positive functionf and a kernel G, as
I + = XEX
sup IIG(x,-)Il.
seIGdw
f(x)
Corollary.Suppose that A is petite, f- 1 is measurable, and that (DD3') is
satisfiedwithf + PV bounded on A. Then in the aperiodiccase liP"- jrllf+vf+v

Rp" for some p < 1, R < oo.

Proof. For E small enough (DD3') can be writtenas
PV < (A + E)V -

(V +f).

From the previouscorollaryand (DD3'),
IIPn- nrll+v < R(PV + V + f)p"

R'(V + f)pn

whichis the result.
This equivalenceof geometricergodicityand the geometricrate of convergencein
the strongeroperatornorm is proved in [32] in the countablestate space situation.
On topological spaces, the conditions of (DD3) are often satisfied, in practice, by
verifyingthe followingslightlystrongercondition.
There exists A< 1, L < ooand an adapted sequence {Vk, ok } satisfying (9),

such that
(DD4)

Ex[Vk+l! k]- AV, + L

a.s. [P,,],

for all k EZ+ and all initial conditionsx e X.
Theorem6.3. Suppose that for the Markovchain p, all compactsubsets of X are
petite. If condition(DD4) holds, and if Vois uniformlyboundedon compactsubsets
of X, then the conclusions of the corollary to Theorem 6.2 hold with f = V + 1,
where V is definedin (9). In the aperiodiccase we may improvethe upperbound on
the rate of convergence: there exists R < ooand p < 1 such that
IIPn(x, ) - Jrltf- R(Vo(x) + l)p",

n E Z+,

x

X.

Proof. Let A< p < 1, and define the precompactset A and the constant e > 0 by
2

A={x eX:V(x)<

A+
A XX
} (< }

p-
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Then for all k E Z+,
E[Vk+l

]pVk

Ai)]- 2

+ {[L+(p

(V(4k)

+ )} -

((k)

+ 1).

Hence E[Vk+l I ]-< PVk- ef(Fk) when Dk e AC. This shows that (DD3) holds.
We now show that the bound on V0implies (17) with f = V + 1.
Let r = p1, Zk = rkVk, so that
E[Zk+l

I

k]

rk+lf (k),

Zk-

when ?Dke Ac. Then we may use Dynkin's formula to deduce that for all x e X,
0-Ex[zTr]

=Ex[Zl] + Ex(
Ex [Z1] -Ex[

E[Zk

I|

k-1

-

Zk-l)1(AT

2)]

2)]

Erkf(Ck-)l(TA

This and the monotone convergence theorem shows that for all x e X,
Ex[

rf

((k-1)]

-

-rEx[Vl]

+ rV(x).

This completes the proof, since Ex[V1]+ V(x) - AVo(x)+ L + Vo(x) by (DD4) and
(9).
Theorem 6.3 is a generalization of Proposition 3.1 of [17].

7. Stability and ergodic theorems: non-irreducible chains
Here we combine the strengthened version of the decomposition theorem in
Section 2.2 with the stability concepts of Section 3 to indicate the strength of the
ergodic theorems which can be deduced in the non-irreducible case.
Let {Hi: i E I} denote the Harris sets constructed in the decomposition theorem. If
each Harris set is positive and if L(x, EC) = 1 for all x, then we define the Markov
transition function H and the random probability t by

n(x, A)
(19)

jt{A}

L(x, Hi)i7{A}
a

iEl

> 1{4

enters Hi}jti{A}

iEl

where Jri is the invariant probability supported on Hi. Observe that since Hi is
absorbing, L(x, Hi) = Q(x, Hi). By Theorem 3.4 of [26] the function Q(-, Hi) is
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harmonic,that is, I P(., dy)Q(y, Hi)= Q(-, Hi) and hence we have the relations

nP = Pn = n.

(20)

In Theorem 4.5 we showed how Lyapunov-Foster criteria can be constructedto
give boundednessin probability.We see in Theorem 7.1 that such chains have nice
ergodicproperties.
Theorem7.1. Suppose that ? is a T-chain, and is bounded in probability.Then
(i) L(x, F Hi) =1 and each Harris set Hi is positive with invariant probability
measurezi. We have the relations
f{A} = lim lln(k, A)

(21)

a.s. and nI(x, A) = Ex[{(A}I;

k--oo

for each x EX

> pk(x, ) Fn(x,

1 N

-

*) in total variationnorm;

Nk=l

and for each g E L'(X, 03, n(x, *))
N

lim1
oog(Nk)

lNm Nk=1
N-o-

=

a.s. [Px].

gdg

(ii) Suppose that the state space X is compact. Then there exists p < 1, R < o, and

m > 1 such that
(22)

| E Pk+i(x,
lm =II

) - I,(

|- Rpk,

k e Z,.

x e X,

Proof. Under the conditionsof (i) it follows from the decompositiontheoremthat
every Harrisset is positive. The relations (21) follow directlyfrom the fact that for
each x EX,
lim L(4k, A) = 1{4 EA i.o.}

k-*.oo

a.s. [Px].

Let r denote the first-entrancetime to Ec = E Hi. By the strong Markovproperty,
for each g E L1(X, 3, H(x, .))

P{limim-E g(Qk)
ON) == fgdf
PN{.\
J\N-bo
N-->Nk=l

=E [P4 llim 1N

k=l

g(*)

1

fgd8Nr}

By a result of [2],
P{

>

N--3-ooN

k=1 g(k)

=

J

g df

= 1,

and this proves the sample path limit in (i).
The other limit in (i) is proved in a similarway, althoughthe technicaldetails are
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somewhatmore difficult.Write the event that (k lies in a given set A as the disjoint
union
P,{k

E A} =P{{

{=i}}.

UU {Fk EA}
i=1

kEA} n{T>k}

For ease of manipulation,translatethis expressioninto operator-theoreticnotation
[26], to obtain
k

P" = pkE + 2

(23)

[(PIE)i-lPIEPk],

i=1

which by (20) implies that
pk _ I = pk(I-n)
k

(24)

(24)(p[(PIE)i-IEC(Pki

-

i=1

i)] +

PkE(I-

H).

Hence for all M EZ+,
M

M

(pk_ rl)= M

Mk=l

k=1

k
-1
E [(PIE)1pIEc(Pk - n)l +
M k=l Pkj
i=1
i

=
k=i

=M
Mi

[(PIE)-PIEc(Pk-

- n)] + pk-

M k=i

- n)
(I-n)

from which it follows that
l

11M
_ n) 'E (pk
|M1 k=

M-i

MM-i

i=

_
(PIE)P LM-ik=o
1Mi_
, M (PIE)1PI

(p _n)

M

(25)
+

pk(x, E)

where ||.|I denotes the total variationnorm. The second summandconvergesto 0 as
M --oo since Pk(x, E) converges to 0. As for the first term, write
M Mli
I

=i

M-i

(PIE)1 PI
1i-

E (pk -n)
M - i k=O

N- = 1

M-i=
I<= (I

i=i M

PE r

)]

1

_ + lll - 2E1I
I")
(rki(PI)1pke
(PIE)i2-

iM-ik=O

i=N+I

where N < M is fixed. The first term converges to 0 as M--> o by a standard total

variationnorm limit theorem for positive Harrischains (cf. [26]) and the dominated
convergencetheorem. The second term is equal to P(.){r > N} and hence converges
to 0 as N-- oo.
We now prove (ii). Let Ki denote the compact set Ki

{y eX: T(y, Hc) = 0}.
The inclusion Hi c Ki follows from the fact that Hi is absorbing.Let A c Hi be a
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petite set of positive 7i-measure. Then by the definition of Harris recurrence,
Ke(y, A) >0 for each y e Hi. Furthermore, since T is non-trivial, T(z, Hi) >0 for
each z E Ki. Hence by lower semi-continuity we have for some 6 > 0,
f T(z, dy)K (y, A)

A)

Ka*(z,

> 6

for all z E Ki, and hence for z E Hi. By Lemma 3.1 the Harris set Hi is petite, and
hence by Theorem 6.1 there exists r e Z+, and po < 1 such that (22) holds for initial
conditions x E E = U Hi.
Observe that since 0 is necessarily bounded in probability, it follows from part
(iii) of the decomposition theorem that K,(x, EC)> 0 for every x eX. Repeating the
previous argument, we may deduce that Ka*,(x, EC) is bounded away from 0 on X.
Hence for some N _ 1, and 6 > 0,
l

N

1

xeX

pk(x,EC)>,

Nk=l

and since Pk(x, Ec) is an increasing function of k, it follows that PN(x, E) > 6. This
implies that PkN(x, E) -(1 - 6)k, and since Pk(X, E) is decreasing, there exists
M < oo, and Pi < 1 such that Pk(, E) < M1pk for all x X, k _ 0. Proceeding as in
the proof of (i), we may estimate as follows. For any 1 E Z+,
]1

-

l+m

E

k=+l

) =<

(pk

I=lM

(26)

lPEc
(PIpE)il-

[1 l+m
k=1+1

1 l+m l+m
+[IPIkEll +

E

mk=l+l

i=/+1

(pk-i

Il)

lIi-EllEI].

The second term is less than or equal to 2m IIP'(x, E)II - 2mMlp' for all x. As for
the first term, since (22) holds with p = po, M = Mo for initial conditions x E EC, we
have for all 1 >1,
+m)

I[i=

(P
(PIE)
i=1

i-l
)-p

[

Lm

S
k=l+/+i

pk-i - r)

E p -1(x, E)(Mop-i)

l

i=1

<
i=l

(Mip-l(Mo1-')

_ Mp'
where 1 > p > max (Po, pl), and M is a suitably large constant.
8. Criteria for strong mixing
In this section we demonstrate that a Markov chain satisfies a mixing condition
when a suitable Lyapunov-Foster criterion is satisfied. The results of this section
will be applied to prove limit theorems in the final section.
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Suppose that for a measurable function f :Xfollowing condition.

R the process {Vk} satisfies the

For some A < 1, E> 0 and a petite set A,
E[Vk+l I k] < AVk- e(1 +f2()k))

(DD5)

a.s. [P,],

when oA> k, k E Z+.
If (DD4) and (9) hold, and if E(1 +f2)C V, then (DD5) may be obtained by the
same argument used in the proof of Theorem 6.3.
The stochastic process x is called strong mixing if there exists a sequence of
positive numbers {6(n):n > 0} tending to 0 for which
sup JE[g(xk)h(xn+k)]-

n e Z+,

E[g(xk)]E[h(xn+k)]l < 6(n)

where the supremum is taken over all k e Z+, and all measurable g and h such that
lg(x)l, lh(x)l ' 1 for all x EX. Observe that when 4 is a stationary Markov chain,
strong mixing becomes
sup IE,[g(0o)h(In)]J - 6(n),

n E Z+,

where Jr is an invariant probability, and g, h denote the centered functions
g - J g dr, h - f h dr respectively.
It is shown in [3] that a positive Harris-recurrent Markov chain is always strong
mixing for some 6. The next result strengthens this result when condition (DD5) is
satisfied in two directions: a geometric rate of convergence for 6 is established, and
the supremum over the class of bounded functions in the definition of strong mixing
is extended to include any function which is dominated by f.
We consider here the strongly aperiodic case. We have recently learned that a
similar result has been established concurrently using different methods in [10].
Theorem 8.1. Suppose that 0 is strongly aperiodic, that (DD5) is satisfied, and
that f2 + PVo is bounded on A. Then there exists a constant R < oo and p < 1 such
that
sup IEx[g((k)h(QDn+k)]- Ex[g(q)k)]Ex[h(In+k)]l _ R(PVo(x) + f2(x) + 1)pn, n E Z+
where the supremum is taken over all k E +, and all measurable functions g, h
satisfying lgl, Ihl f. In particular, ? is strong mixing for each initial condition.
Proof. Fix igl, hl '-f, x eX, and with 0 6bx,let Pk denote the probability ,oPk.
Recall that g, h denote the centered functions g - f g d7r, h - f h dr respectively. It
is easily shown that for all n, k E Z+,
E,o[g(fk)h

(Ok+n)]

-

Euo[g()k)]E,o0[h(k+n )]
=
Ek,[g(4o)h(4n)]-

-

E,,[g(4Do)lE,k[h

(Dn)].

By the definitions, the corollary to Theorem 6.2, and Jensen's inequality we have
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for some p < 1,
\E,k[g(o0)]E,k[/h(

n)\ =Il| oP - \rIf I[loPk+n - rllf
Grll2+ iLoPk+n - 7rll2

- lloPk-

<--loP"

+

r1fz2+l

= O((PVo(x) +f2(x)

Jllif2+

I[loPk+n

+ l)pk).

Hence to prove the theorem it is enough to bound E,k[g((o)h((4n)] by a geometric
series.
We prove here that the function
Mk(z) =

(27)

E

Ek[g(Io)hfi(n)]Z

n=O

is analytic and appropriately bounded in an open ball containing the closed unit disk
UcC.
Let a denote an atom on the enlarged state space. By conditioning at time ,, the
function Mk may be written as the sum of an analytic function, and the product of
two analytic functions, where the interchange of summation and expectation is
justified by Fubini's theorem:
Mk(z) =

(28)

E
E^k[9g((O)h(,n,)l(n

< T,)]Z

n=0

(29)

+ (

E^Ak[g(DO)1(n= T)]zn)

(30)

X(

Ea[h((Xn)]Zn.

By Lemma 6.3, to prove the theorem it is sufficient to demonstrate that each of
these functions is analytic and bounded, uniformly in k, and g and h satisfying the
conditions of the theorem, in a fixed neighborhood of the closed unit disk in C. To
bound the functions on lines (28) and (29) we use the estimate xy < ex2 + E-y2:
E

IE[g(AQo)h(F)l(n

n=O

X
Er
n=O

<

rE)]Ir
n

[(
-rn=O

+E

E k[g2(,o)]

~(40)1( =~)llr"-<Eo[g(?)]
r
[
[g(~o)]l(n
1-

h2(n)r2"]

+E, k[r 2tuI'

In both instances, the right-hand side is bounded by a fixed constant times
(PVo(x) +f2(x) + 1) for some r > 1, where the constant is independent of k, g, and
h, by Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.2, and Theorem 6.2.
The function on line (30) may be bounded as follows:

>
n=l

iEa[hQ()lr

Xn

lPo(a,

)- nrIr

n=l

which is finite for some r by the corollary to Theorem 6.2.
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9. The central limit theorem and law of the iterated logarithm
We conclude by presentingversions of the central limit theorem and law of the
iterated logarithm,two limit theorems which describe the asymptoticbehaviourof
normalizedsample path averagesof the chain {f(Qk)}.
An obvious necessary condition for either of these results is the existence of a
second moment for the random variable f(Qk), with respect to an invariant
probability.The results of [8], [11], [5] show that these and related results may be
obtained under a mixing condition on the chain. From these considerations,
Theorem6.2 and Theorem 8.1, we see that (DD5) allows us to meet each of these
criteria, and in fact when (DD5) holds we can prove both a central limit theorem
and law of the iteratedlogarithm.
We again consider the stronglyaperiodiccase and refer to [22] for extensions to
generalirreduciblechains.
Theorem9.1. Supposethat 0 is stronglyaperiodic,thatf :X-X IRis a measurable
function, and that (DD5) holds, with f2 + PVo bounded on A. Then 0 is positive
Harrisrecurrentwith invariantprobabilitymeasurexr, and the limit
(31)

[(, f(Ek))

r=lim-E

]

exists, and is finite. We also have
(32)

yf=

E

k=-oo

E[f(o)f(]k)

where the sum convergesabsolutely.
If yf > 0, then the followinglimits hold for each initial condition:
(i) limPx
n"-?o

y

-exp (-x2/2) dx

t

=f(k)

kooV27

(ii) the limit infimumand limit supremumof the sum
n

1

>:,f(ODk)

V2yfn log log (n) k=l

are respectively-1 and +1 with probability1.
To prove these resultswe will again considerthe split chain. We first use (DD5) to
obtain hypothesis(7) on page 102 of [7].
Lemma 9.1. If condition (DD5) holds, and if f2 + PVo is bounded on A, then an

atom a exists with

fEoaSof

t(hki) <d=

for any of the initial distributions li = ba,

0
ll = 6x

E [.r] <

=O,

for x E X, or u = Jt.
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Proof. Observe that for any measurable function g: X-> R,
E[(

g((j,)g((i)

=E,[

g()k))]

1/2E,[
.j=

1
--r-

i=

r -'g2(()j)
r'-jg2(i)+
1

-

E.
1
Eg2I

where we have used the inequality 2xy
g = If and g 1 gives the desired result.

<

Ex2+ -ly2.

Applying Lemma 6.1 with

Proof of Theorem 9.1. Since an atom exists for the split chain, and since the
proofs of the central limit theorem and law of the iterated logarithm are based on
the existence of, and mean return times to, atoms, we may adapt the proofs of [7].
Lemma 9.1 shows that hypothesis (7) on page 102 of [7] is satisfied. This implies that
the hypotheses of both the central limit theorem (Theorem 1 on page 99 of [7]), and
the law of the iterated logarithm (Theorem 5 on page 106 [7]) are satisfied.
Similarly, (31) holds by Theorem 3 on page 102 of [7]. It is assumed in this result
that the initial distribution has finite support, which is used only to obtain the
bound
2-

_ 1min(n, ta-l)

f (,i)

En[(Y')2]1= En

< o.

This bound is obtained for the stationary version of the chain by Lemma 9.1. When
0 is aperiodic we have by a simple calculation [8],
1
-EL(
n

n
k=O

(-))k)

22n
= r(O) + - 2
nk=1

R(k)

which is independent of k by stationarity, and
where r(i) - E [f(Ik)f((Dk+i)],
the series E= r(i) is absolutely convergent, and
Theorem
8.1
-E=?
r(i).
R(k)
By
hence the expression (32) holds.
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